TRANSFORMING TOMORROW

BUILDING A FUTURE FOR CHILDREN

Boston Children's Hospital
Until every child is well
Impact and Need

With occupancy rates at near capacity, a steadily growing number of complex patients served, and facilities that need to be modernized to reflect enhanced patient care, Boston Children’s Hospital is undertaking essential expansion and renewal projects—collectively known as *Transforming Tomorrow*.

Advancing Community Health  As part of our renewal efforts and in support of our ongoing commitment to our community, Boston Children’s will invest more than **$53 million** over the next 7–10 years in community health initiatives that will improve the well-being of children and families.
» Enhance care and meet increasing demand

» Improve access to the Boston Children’s experience

» Enable teams to collaborate more effectively
Renderings of the future 11-story Boston Children’s Clinical Building

Patient Room

NICU

Anne and Olivia Prouty’s Wishingstone Garden
» State-of-the-art **NICU**
  30 beds replacing large open spaces with private rooms

» Comprehensive and integrated **five-floor Heart Center**

» **All single inpatient rooms** for privacy, safety and comfort of patients and families

» Three acres of surgical space: **10 new** operating rooms, contiguous to **12 renovated** operating rooms—incorporating sophisticated technologies for advanced, minimally invasive procedures

» More **green** and **open space**
» Renderings of Boston Children’s at Brookline Place

New 8-story building and 6-story addition

» Ambulatory clinical space to meet the growing needs of our patients and provide convenient access to world-class, family-centered care

» Programs and services coming to Brookline include:

- Allergy, Immunology, Dermatology and Rheumatology
- Dentistry
- Neurodevelopmental and Neuropsychiatric Center
- Ophthalmology
- Outpatient PT/OT
- Pain, Headache and Acupuncture
- Pediatric Pain Rehabilitation Center
Renderings of our Campus Renewal

Our Longwood campus will move into the future with enhanced space. A few highlights of future campus renewal efforts:

- a pedestrian walkway connecting the existing parking garage to the main building
- single rooms for all patients
- enhanced space for inpatient care, ambulatory services and support services
» New Clinical Building Fun Facts:

**DIRT**
- **110,000 CU/YDS**
- Would fill Fenway Park 30’ deep
- Same as 3,000,000 bags of cotton candy

**STEEL**
- **4,500 TONS**
- 1,100,000 gallons of milk
- You could also build 5,500 cars

**CONCRETE**
- **15,000 CU/YDS**
- 1,500 concrete trucks
- Total length of 35’ trucks would be 10 miles

**GLASS**
- **92,000 SQ FT**
- 180,000 iPads
- 3 iPads for each Patriots fan at a game

**HOURS**
- **3,000,000 PERSON HOURS**
- One man working 1,500 years
- Over 2,000 years of going to school

**WEIGHT**
- **60,000,000 LBS**
- 480,000,000 Snickers bars
- 1 bar for every Bostonian for 2 years

Follow us on Instagram transformingtomorrow
Learn more: bostonchildrens.org/transformingtomorrow